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AUTUMN EQUINOX 
 

Themes, Traditions and Rituals 

 
 

 

THE DANCE OF THE POLARITIES 

At the Autumn Equinox we reach the final festival in the ritual cycle of the Celtic year.  

In the northern hemisphere, the 2021 Autumn Equinox occurs at 8.20pm (Irish time) on Wednesday 
22nd September. The festival is known as Mabon in the modern Wiccan tradition and Alban Elfed in 
neo-pagan tradition. The festival marks the end of the harvest and completion of agricultural work 
that began at Imbolc.  
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At the Autumn Equinox we have equal night and day. From this moment the outward expansive 
masculine energies will noticeably weaken and the inward descending dark feminine energies will 
become dominant.  

MAMA NATURE: A FINAL BLAST 

In nature all around us we see the Goddess of the land spectacularly exhibit a cloak of rich warm 
reds and golds in a final blast of colour, before she divests herself of all outward expression and 
anything that no longer serves her.  

The Sun God often gifts us with a last blast of warmth in September before he fully embarks on his 
descent into the embrace of the dark goddess.  
 

THE ENERGIES OF THE AUTUMN EQUINOX 

We are transitioning from doing towards undoing. The dominant energies of this threshold are 
collecting, storing, releasing and completion.  
 

MYTHOLOGY TRADITIONS, ARCHETYPES, SYMBOLS 

There is little hard evidence that the Celtic tribes celebrated the equinoxes. However, ceremonies 
related to the cutting of the last sheaf of grain, folk traditions and Christian feast days at this time of 
year suggest ancient ritual observances marking the end of harvest.  

The Christian celebration closest to the September equinox is Michaelmas, also known as the Feast 
of Saint Michael, on September 29th. If you remember from Lughnasa, Archangel Michael was 
considered the Christianised version of Lugh.  

The ritual cutting and preservation of the last sheaf of grain. In this ritual act people honoured the 
fertility of the land and the interconnectedness of humans (tribe) and the land. Alexi Kondratiev 
suggests in his book, Celtic Rituals, that in the Celtic mind, “reaping the fruits of the soil was...an act 
of violence against land deities” and was thought it could invoke malevolent forces of the 
Otherworld. In honouring the fertility and generosity of the Land Goddess, the last potent sheaf of 
grain was ritually cut and either buried or made into a Corn Dolly. The reaper of this last sheaf held a 
special role and would receive special wishes and gifts from the Otherworld.  
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The tradition of the Corn Dolly was more common in Britain, Wales and Scotland. The last sheaf was 
plaited and woven into the shape of a doll, a hare, a mare or another animal that represented the 
spirit of the grain or the Land Goddess. The ‘Dolly’ was then stored in a tree, in the kitchen or in a 
grain shed. The last sheaf was believed to hold a potency and wisdom that would be passed into the 
reaper and into the new grain seed in Spring. Again, we see the Celtic consciousness resonance with 
the cyclical nature of existence. 

The ritual feast celebration. People gathered to feast and celebrate the abundance of the harvest, a 
tradition seen in all indigenous cultures. Carrots and apples, plentiful at this time, featured in the 
ritual feast. Apples were important symbols of the Otherworld. The apple tree is a very sacred tree. 
In Scotland the phallic symbolism of the carrot was used to invoke fertility and magic.  

The closure and completion of the year. As the last of the harvest was gathering and stored and the 
tools were put away, the ancestors honoured the transition from fertility and action to fallowness 
and inaction. Pausing to complete, wind up and close, showed their reverence to the ending part of 
any cycle. In the south west of Ireland a tradition at this time was called Clabhsúr an Fhómhair which 
means the closure or winding up of Autumn.  
 

AUTUMN EQUINOX POWER PLACES IN THE IRISH LANDSCAPE 

As I previously said there is very little evidence that the equinoxes were celebrated by the Celtic 
people, however we know they were honoured by the pre-Celtic people on this land of Ireland who 
built the megalithic tomb that aligns with sunrise on both Spring and Autumn Equinox in Sliabh na 

Caillaige in Lough Crew. 
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THE WISDOM OF THE AUTUMN EQUINOX 

Honouring and giving thanks to the earth. This was a threshold when the tribes deeply honoured 
their relationship to the earth. At the harvest we see the incredible rich gifts of colour, beauty and 
abundance that the land Goddess offers up to feed our bellies and souls. With modern consumerism 
we have lost that appreciation of Mama Earth and the timely natural reciprocity that sustains us and 
honours her.   

Enlightened closures and cyclical nature of honouring endings as a significant part of any creative 
cycle. A time to pause, gather, release and preserve before we move into the next cycle. We look 
back at the cycle, reaping what is ripe and what we have sown. We realise that there are always 
endings and beginnings happening in our lives.   

Integrating the polarities of masculine and feminine. At the Autumn Equinox the masculine 
energies are yielding to the feminine energies, the light to the dark, as the Samos gives way to the 
Giamos half of the year. We are reminded that there are times in our lives when we must drop the 
doing and move into renewal, rest, surrender. We are reminded that these two energies are always 
in a dance together.  

HOW THE AUTUMN EQUINOX SHOWS UP IN OUR LIVES 

We meet the Autumn Equinox energies as we come to endings in our lives, as something comes into 
completion – the end of a project, a life stage, a relationship, a job.  
 

THE INVITATION OF THE AUTUMN EQUINOX 

To pause and consciously close any cycle we are experiencing, to put away the tools of doing and 
working and take time to harvest the learnings. To gather the wisdom, to consider what we will 
leave behind and what we want to take with us into the next cycle.  

 

HOW WE RESIST THE INVITATION OF THE SPRING EQUINOX 

We rush ahead into the next project, the next relationship, the next stage of life, the next job – 
without pausing to exhale, to celebrate our achievements and to learn from our mistakes  
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AUTUMN EQUINOX INQUIRY 

 

1. What are you grateful for from this journey around the Celtic Wheel? 
 

2. What have been your greatest learnings since Samhain, October 31st 2020?  
 

3. What are you leaving behind as this cycle comes to an end?  
 

4. What are you bringing into the next cycle, the deepening spiral?  
 

5. What are the sacred gifts or qualities that you embody at this time in service to a new world 
emerging?  
 

6. Knowing you are an instrument of the Divine Feminine now rising and roaring for change, 
how are you going to embody and offer those gifts and qualities in your corner of the 
planet?  
 

7. What aspects of your life are in a completion phase at this time? What is ending?  
 

8. As we face into the darkness of the Winter at the next festival what will resource you 
through the dark fallow Winter?  
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SUGGESTED AUTUMN EQUINOX RITUAL 
The Autumn Equinox Spiral Mandala 

Creating a mandala is a deep form of meditation. It is really powerful to do it in silence holding an 
intention or a question. Allow yourself an hour if possible to create the spiral mandala.  

Preparation: Choose an intention or question you would like to work with. Some suggestions… 

• to give thanks for the journey on this spiral since Samhain 2020  

• to give thanks to the earth for her abundance   

• to begin to release gently from Samos into the Giamos – the darkness 

• to complete a cycle that is ending in your life  
 
Go out on an intentional nature walk and gather all the 
pieces for your mandala. Use rice, sand, flowers, small 
stones, seeds, Autumn fruits, apples, petals of the last 
roses and flowers, turning leaves, feathers, crystals, tarot 
cards, personal symbols that represent what you are 
harvesting from the cycle. 

 
 

1. Open sacred space and call in your ancestors and guides. 
 

2. Light a candle and wash or sprinkle your hands and face 
with water from a well or water you have left out under the 
full moon as you name your intention or question. 
 

3. Pick a quiet space to create the mandala - a special place in nature or your garden, on the 
floor inside your home or on a table.  
 

4. Elevate the space with incense and if you would like to use oil use a grounding oil. 
 

5. Sprinkle the mandala  with some sacred water using a feather. 
 

6. Sit quietly and journal on any wisdom or insights you have received. Sit for a while and 
reflect back on this last year, on this cycle.  
 

7. Close sacred space, thank your ancestors and guides. Extinguish the candle. Deconstruct the 
mandala in a gesture that honours endings and impermanence. 
 
Happy Autumn Equinox! 


